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EDITORIAL
This is the last Metamorphosis before the Conference and AGM on the 10 - 11th
August 1991, so I must call again for your participation to make it a success. Do not
forget, on Sunday the 11th August 1991 you can all be involved by bringing along your
own good captures, rarities, new net designs or whatever, in our open workshop. There
is also still time to submit slides for the photographic competition
or decide to present a paper. Remember the papers do not have to be scientific,
we would love to hear about your trip to the Transkei, the Cape or other places of
interest. If you do not have your own slides to illustrate your talk we can supply
them for most areas and butterfly species. If you are interested, please contact the
Secretary.
There have been changes recently at the Transvaal Museum. Dr C.B. Cottrell in
charge of the Department of Lepidoptera for the past few years has left. The post of
Head Curator has been filled, pending ratification by the Transvaal Museum Board. The
Society hopes to continue its close relationship with the Transvaal Museum in the future.
It is my unfortunate duty to report on the death of yet another well-known
lepidopterist. Adrian Driver a regular contributor to Metamorphosis passed away on the
23rd March 1991. An obituary and his last contribution to our Journal received shortly
before his death is published in this issue. I wish to offer my condolences on behalf of
myself and the Society to all his family and friends.

W.H. Henning

Acraea satis male underside and part of upperside
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COMMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
One of the first things anyone interested in joining our Society asks is when and where
do we meet? This is obviously very important to many people and is something our
Society lacks. We obviously cannot accommodate everybody in the country as members
are so widespread, but a number of us do meet on an informal basis quite regularly in
the PWV area. This being the case, as a start, the Council has decided to formalize
these meetings and make them part of the activities of the Lepidopterists' Society. There
will be no set programme, you just turn up for a chat and a drink. If you have caught
something new or rare, or just cannot be identified, bring it along. Beginners, if you do
not know how to set, relax specimens, or whatever, come along and somebody will
certainly show you what to do.
A suggestion was made that we meet on the last Saturday afternoon of each month
at about 14h30. Possibly during peak collecting season we can change this to a week
night, for example, a Wednesday evening at 19h30.
The venues would change each time and several members hav.e said that they
would be prepared to host a meeting. A list of venues and times tor three months in
advance will be published in Metamorphosis. So please come along so we can get to
know you and share our love for our hobby.
The first meeting will be held on Saturday afternoon the 20th July 1991 at my house
at 1 Harry Lawrence Street, Florida Park. Among things we could discuss at this meeting
are the arrangements for the Conference and AGM and the feasibility of running these
regular informal meetings. For more information please phone the Secretary at (011)
768-1949 or me at (011) 672-1608.
We have also decided to have other more regular social events. The first of these is
the Evening dinner on the 21st June 1991. Other possible events for the future are
workshops on how to make your own equipment or photography. Also field outings in
the PWV for anyone interested in coming along. In addition a weekend field trip for
interested parties could be arranged. Various experts will take part in all these activities
to give help and advice to any newcomers. We will try to initiate all these ideas over the
next few months. However the success of these ventures will depend on you the
member for your participation.
Stephen Henning

Libythea labdaca laius egg, final instar larva and pupa.
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
This latter part of the season has been rather quiet for many collectors and many of
those trips that were undertaken have proved relatively fruitless.
Myself, Chris Ficq and John Joannou visited the Zoutpansberg during late May. The
Saltpan, Waterpoort, Masequapoort and Hanglip Forest were all searched. The Saltpan
and all the normally dry areas north of the mountain were quite lush and well covered
with grass. The flowers had mostly come and gone and I should imagine that April was a
good time this year. No C. celimene were seen but most of the common species were
out in small numbers. Hanglip was only visited quite late in the day so not much was
about. A dimorphica was on the wing in small numbers. The objective of the visit to
Hanglip was to obtain specimens of Cymothoe alcimeda for comparison with the
Woodbush population. Anyone who has specimens please contact me as I would be
pleased to see them.
A trip to Manoutsa, at the bottom of the Abel Erasmus Pass, was rewarded by the
capture and subsequent sightings of several Eretis nottoana, previously this species
was only recorded in the Kruger Park and on the Zoutpansberg. Other species of
interest on the day were P. a. nebu!osus and N. argia. Richard Warren also ventured far
from the Transvaal with a good trip around the Cape. Even this late in the season there
was a lot to be had and even possible new species to be found. Richard has provided a
detailed list which will appear in the future. His most interesting captures are as follows:
Torynesis hawequas - Franschoek Pass 4 Apr., Pseudonympha rnagus - Hoehoek
Pass, Swellendam, Bakoonds Hoogte, Hermanus & Riversda!e 4-5 Apr.; P. ma{f,oides Groot Vis River 7 Apr.; Thestor sp. nr. dicksoni - Graafwater 31 Mar.; T. dicksoni Dasklip Pass 2 Apr.; Argaraspodes argyraspis – Clanwilliam 23 Mar.; Aloeides bamptoni
- Bladgrond 28 Mar.; A nollothi – McDougals Bay & Hondek!ip Bay 29-30 Mar.; A. thyra Clanwilliam & Lamberts Bay 31 Mar.; A. simplex - Hotazei 28 Mar.; A. egerides Lamberts Bay & Elands Bay 31 Mar.-1 Apr. (in good numbers): A. barklyi - Cianwilliam
31 Mar.; A aimeida - Camps Bav 3 Apr.; Poeci!mitis as follows : felthami felthami,
pyroeis pyroeis, thysbe, bamptoni, dicksoni, trimeni, perseus, atlantica - Namaqualand
to Elands Bay, 31 Mar.-1 Apr.; Anthene definita - Larnberts Bay 31 Mar.; Lycaena orus Camps Bay 3 Apr.; Colotis doubleday, -Viools Drift 29 Mar.
Hermann Staude from Krugersdorp visited the Zoutpansberg in February and
gives the following account of their visit to 'Buzzard Mountain Retreat' 17 km West of
Louis Trichardt: "On Saturday morning (Feb. 11) we made our way through the forest
encountering rnost of the normal rain forest species including P. ophidicepha!us
entabeni out in force. The path led us onto a ledge upon which we made our way up the
sheer cliff face. Higher up we encountered almost pure stands of Widringtonia. These
conifers were all dwarfed and reminded one rather of a European mountain than of one
in the middle of Africa. It was over these stands that we encountered the first specimens
of D. swanepoeli absolutely swarming the country side, outnumbering even C. florella
which was migrating at the time. With one sweep of the net you could bag several
specimens. We quickly netted enough specimens for our needs and proceeded to enjoy
a wonderful day observing these creatures perfectly in tune with their remnant habitat.
They engaged in combat on the summit, even with P. ophidicephalus entabeni
and G. leonidas. As soon as the day warmed they became less active and preferred to
settle in the shade under rocks for lengthy periods. Does the fact that they become less
active before noon indicate that their remnant habitat only just meets their requirements
and that had the average temperature of the Zoutpansberg been a few degrees hotter,
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they would not have existed at all? It is nice to know that such a large and healthy
colony of D. swanepoeli exists on a protected Natural Heritage site. Owner John
Greaves is very excited, shows a great interest in Lepidoptera and will do all within his
power to ensure their future.
In the evenings I tried out my new 1 000 000 candle power 12 volt D.C. flood light.
Combined with layers of 25mm thick polystyrene sheets, the contraption proved to be
very successful and I collected numerous interesting Geometridae including Ugdia
pectinicornis which had eluded me for some time now. During the
dav I managed to flush out numerous interesting Semiothisa spp. and other
Ennominae."
Hermann's letter raises quite a few interesting points and I would like to hear
members comments. The habit of D. swanepoeli of flying when it is cooler and spending
the midday hours in the shade of rocks is shared by other Satyrids. Despite what is
normally considered 'peak flying time' i.e. the midday hours, some
species prefer to fly at different times. An interesting fact is that Cooksonia neavei
rhodesiae, which was only known from a very few specimens up to the mid 70's,
has been found only to fly in the late afternoon, thereby avoiding collectors for all
those years.
Bill Steele. Nolan Owen-Johnston and Steve Woodhall had an eventful trip to the
Transkei over Easter at the end of March. They were reiatively successful and some of
their more important records were: Charaxes pondoensis, Pseudacraea eurytus, Neptis
trigonophora, Gnophodes betsimena diversa, Hypolycaena buxtoni, Anthene otacilia,
Lepidochrysops ketsi, Abantis bicolor and Eagris nottoana. A full checklist of their
captures will be published in a later edition of Metamorphosis.
Paul Kruger from Pietersburg is keenly interested in butterfly conservation and
migrations and has supplied the following information: 'Gerty and myself had the
good luck to obtain a permit to go to the Lekgalameetse Reserve at Trichardsdal.
Malta forest and the much argued about new tar road falls within the reserve.
To all of my fellow collectors who may have despaired about what we heard and saw
on the T.V., the good tidings is that those good people that built the new road did not
destroy the forest or the environment. The road follows the old dirt road, except for very
short patches where it has been straightened'.
'I can only say that all that was there in the past is still there. I have written a letter to
Mr Piet Hattingh of Lekgalameetse and asked him to convey the thanks of the Society to
those who were responsible for the conservation of the forest'.
Paul also reports that at the end of March the migration was still in progress at
Pietersburg C. florella flew from west to east during the previous week and then on
Thursday the 28th March it changed to south to north. A. natalica were still flying
eastwards.
The migration phenomenon is continually being investigated so all members
please send in any information you may have, especially those members from unusual
places so that we can broaden the scope of our research. PLEASE HELP !!!
Martin Lunderstedt from Welkom supplies us with information from the OFS; He
records an abnormally large hatch of H. misippus with all the female forms being
represented and many intermediates. He also notes many D. chrysippus on the wing
and had the good fortune to collect 3 form alcippus and 3 form alcippoides at Virginia. A
couple of interesting aberrations were also found, these being a male C. electo with both
orange and white on the wings (Welkom) and a female P. demodocus with the yellow
markings along the margin of the wings being joined to form patches (Virginia). Another
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colony of A. pierus was found near Virginia and two good records for the region were
Acraea natalica and Cupidopsis jobates (R. Swart).
Jon Ball from Cape Town reports on a meeting with the local branch of the
Entomological Society. Hamish Robertson of the S.A. Museum invited amateur
Lepidopterists to participate in an informal project on the insects of the fynbos under the
control of the S.A. Museum. Members present at the meeting were Jon Ball, Alan Heath,
Tony Brinkman and Mike Schlosz.
Jon Ball and John White visited Saasveld and Gouritz River Bridge in search of C.
alcimeda, C. karkloof and A. trimeni southeyae but to no avail. Jon also visited
Graafwater where Richard Warren had found the interesting Thestor (mentioned earlier)
and found them to be quite plentiful but past their best. Alan Heath and Tony Brinkman
visited the Skurfteberg and found A. malagrida cedrusmontana and on the Paardeberg
found a taxon near to A. malgrida paarlensis.T. mintha piquetbergensis has been well
out this year at Moorreesberg and on the Piquetberg.
I thank all those who took the trouble to write or phone me and hope to hear from
you all next time. Winter is approaching and it is time to stay home over the
weekends and curate your collections. Should you find any interesting records while you
are doing this then give me a call, Home - 768-1949 Work - 474-1466 (both code 011).
Graham Henning

Abantis bicolor male upperside from Port St Johns, Transkei.
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BUTTERFLY BOUNTY
By Ernie Grei
From the 21st April to the 1st May 1991, it was my privilege to collect in a part of Venda
which, without waxing over-ebullient, I can only describe as a collector's paradise. This
is the Mphaphuli Cycad Reserve, situated to the east of central Venda. On entering the
reserve from Sibasa, it became immediately apparent from the profusion of butterflies
alongside the road that, given favourable weather conditions, my visit could not be other
than rewarding.
After pitching my tent near the confluence of two streams, my first step was to
set 15 traps baited with fermented banana. As my practice of using such a large number
ot traps has already resulted in adverse comments from other collectors,
permit me finally to allay any fears that I intend to decimate the Charaxinae of Venda by
explaining that I have a deadline to meet, which is to present a reasonably
comprehensive collection of the butterflies of Venda to their Department of
Environmental Affairs before they call a halt to my collecting activities, or before they are
terminated by my own demise. Acting therefore on tile assumption that the number of
traps set are in direct proportion to my chances of capturing something rare, and taking
into account that i retain but a very small proportion of my catches, I am satisfied that
any threat I may pose to the butterfly population is negligible in the extreme.
The siting of my tent near the road within 20 metres of the river's intersection with
the road gave me ready access to the many Pieridae and Charaxinae which
congregated on the moist sand bordering the stream, the latter group comprising mainly
Charaxes ethalion, C. candiope, C. achaemenes, C. zoolina (both extreme seasonal
forms), and C. etesipe. While C. ethalion males predominated here, the
females were more readily attracted to the traps, including the normal form and forms
swynnertoni and rosae .
As all the females of C. etesipe tavetensis hitherto taken by me in N-E Venda
resembled C. penricei, I was pleasantly surprised to trap one which closely resembles
the one depicted in Pennington. A peculiarity which I observed in feeding Charaxes, was
that, whilst frequently allowing me to push their wings sideways with the rim of my net
without becoming unduly alarmed, this was not the case when I attempted to take them
by hand. Perhaps someone has an erudite explanation to offer for this?
Although rare in N-E Venda, C. etesipe is relatively common here, while C. castor
flavifasciatus and C. bohemani, both of which I took in riverine forest in N-E Venda, as
well as C. druceanus entabeni, which abounds near the Entabeni Forest in S-W Venda,
were all conspicuous by their absence. Only two C. xiphares bavenda, which commonly
occurs in various forms in S-W Venda, were trapped. At Mphaphuli I also came across a
heap of cattle-dung literally bristling with C. candiope. The fact that bovine dung in this
area is such a potent lure is due to its malodorous effluvium occasioned by the shrubs
on which, because of the paucity of grass, the cattle are forced to feed.
Although I had scoured several habitats for L. !abdaca, I had failed to secure or even
sight a single specimen. It therefore came as a pleasant surprise to find a female in one
of my traps. Also a novelty was an entrapped Papilio demodocus, especially after having
told a friend that I would eat any Papilio found in my traps, without salt and pepper.
Following a path through the riverine vegetation, I came upon a patch some 10
metres square, devoid of trees but completely overrun with a flowering shrub which I had
(tentatively) identified as Hypoestes anstata. The concentration of butterflies feeding on
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its flowers has to be seen to be believed. In numerical preponderance, P. dardanus
cenea was exceeded only by N. thalassina. Cenea males were much in evidence, with
as many as 12 feeding simultaneously, while several female forms appeared from time
to time, f. hippocoonides being by far the most common. P. ophidicephalus entabeni
was a frequent visitor, and it was seldom necessary to wait longer than 15 minutes for
one or more to appear. P. lucretia tarquinia and A. ochlea were also a common sight.
Rarer were P. boisduvali trimeni and P. anacardii nebulosa which were also netted here.
Sticking out like a sore thumb among its more robust companions was a P. dardanus
cenea male with a forewing measurement of 35 mm, and of which I humorously think as
f. microptera! An incident which afforded me some amusement occurred when a cenea
male attempted to settle on a feeding P. /ucretia tarquinia in a typical courtship display.
Fortunately, it realised its mistake in time and tarquinia, no whit abashed by its narrow
escape, placidly continued feeding.
But talking of Papilios, I have a contention to make of which I do not have
incontrovertible proof. This contention has regard to P. ophidicephalus entabeni which, I
maintain, has a homing instinct which enables it to home in on the same resting place
day after day. My statement is based on an experience last year in N-E Venda on the
banks of the Langwe River, which is more of a stream some 3-4 metres wide. My tent
was pitched on the one bank facing the cliff on the opposite bank not more than 10
metres away, so there is no mistaking what I saw. The only P. ophidicephalus which I
observed in this area during the seven days I spent there, was one which, within half an
hour of 17h30 on three days when I happened to be sitting outside my tent at that hour,
came from the same direction and settled behind a tree fern against the cliff directly
opposite me. I did not mark, tag, or ring it. Don't laugh, guys, but I invite you to draw
your own conclusions.
A final specimen of note which I took during this trip is an A. natalica. This insect not
only has a confluent yellow outer margin in its hindwing underside but, according to an
eminent entomologist who looked at it closely, its venation does not conform to that of
natalica.

Libythea /abdaca laius upperside and underside, showing elongated palps.
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UNUSUAL MIGRATION AT EAST LONDON
By Paul Krüger
During the years 1969 to 1983 I lived in East London and worked in the Tanskei. I was
with a firm of Consulting Engineers and our offices were, just down the road from the
museum, in Oxford Street.
It was the 25th March 1981, a perfect day with no wind. I stood looking out of the
window, contemplating whether I should hop in my bakkie and go to the Transkei for the
rest of the week, when I saw all the butterflies.
They came from the south-west, crossing Oxford Street, flying high in the sky and
also just over the rooftops. In our yard and on the sidewalk were Eucalyptus and Silver
Oak trees. The butterflies were resting on them and on the wooden fence. Some came
to rest on the tar, sat for a while, and then flew on.
I went outside and all over the sky you could see butterflies.
One o’clock when I went home, we lived in Beacon Bay, I followed in their wake as
they raced off to the east like bats out of hell.
As far as you could see over the Nahoon river valley were butterflies. It was not
Belenois aurota, but almost everything that flew in and around East London. This went
on until about 3 pm when it slowed down.
On the 26th, also a nice day, they flew in the opposite direction. There were not as
many as the day before but more than normal.
The only person I could think of to phone was Clive Quickelberge in Durban.
Unfortunately he was out. i then tried the Transvaal Museum in Pretoria and spoke to Dr
Vári. He had not come across anything like it before and he could only recommend
making notes.
During the following few days nothing happened. And all was back to normal.
One week later on the 2nd April 1981, as 11 opening a door they came again from
the south-west as if they were going to invade the City. They flew until about 4 pm.
I wanted to go to Buffalo Pass, the direction they came from, but could not get
away from the office. Everybody thought I was a little mad worrying about a lot of insects
flying around.
During the 3rd and 4th of April a few flew past but not many.
Saturday the 5th I got a chance to break away and Gerty and I set off towards
Buffalo Pass and the South-western outskirts of the city. Not much was going on.
There was no migration.
At the bottom of the pass where the Buffalo river crosses the road we took a dirt
road to some picnic spots. In a little clearing there were 'butterflies for Africa'.
Papilio dardanus cenea and Acraeas in abundance, Charaxes up in the blue gums and
Pseudacraea boisduvali trimeni gliding about. There were little blue flowers and P.
dardanus cenea were feeding on them. In less than a hour we caught 12 different
female forms of cenea.
Soon after that it clouded over from the east and we went home.
During the 2 migrations we noticed and also caught some of the following:
1. Papilio dardanus cenea Stoll
2. Papilio demodocus Esper
3. Papilio nireus lyaeus Doubleday
4. Graphium leonides (Fabricius)
5. Catopsilia florella (Fabricius)
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6. Eronia cleodora Hubner (thousands)
7. Belenois zochalia (Boisduval)
8. Mylothris trimenia (Butler)
9. Amauris albimacu/ata albimaculata Butler
10. Bematistes aganice (Hewitson)
11. Acraea esebria Hewitson
12. Dira oxylus (Trimen)
13. Charaxes varanes varanes (Cramer)
14. Charaxes brutus natalensis Staudinger & Schatz
15. Cymothoe alcimeda trimeni Aurivillius
16. Hypolimnas misippus (Linnaeus)
17. Hypolimnas dubius wahlbergi (Wallengren)
18 Pseudacraea boisduvali trimeni Butler
19. Eurytela hiarbas angustata Lathy
20. Vanessa cardui (Linnaeus)
21. Precis archesia (Cramer)
22. Precis octavia sesamus Trimen
23. junonia hierta cebrene Trimen
24. junonia oenone (Linnaeus)
There were black Charaxes and I bashed a fresh female to pieces in my hurry to net it. It
can to rest on some Eugenia trees in our yard. I think it is Charaxes karkloof.
Well that was our wonderful experience. I hope that someday someone will find the
reason to these strange and mysterious migrations. Why do they usually fly from west to
east and sometimes do an about turn? We saw them fly over the sea. I have found C.
florel/a to fly from south to north while B. aurota flew west to east at the same time. Does
it have anything to do with the earth's magnetic field? I think so.

Vanessa cardui one of the species recorded during the two migrations
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OOR SKOENLAPPERS VERSAMEL EN MISKIEN OOK: WAAROM 'N MENS
DIT DOEN (DEEL 1)
deur Etienne Terblanche
Waarom versamel 'n mens skoenlappers? Ek wissel kortliks gedagtes hieroor.
Daar bestaan 'n stereotiepe beeid van die versamelaar as 'n eksentrieke ou man
wat half gek met sy reuse bollende net agter vlinders aan hol. Hierdie stereotiepe
beeld dra sekere klere: 'n outydse driekwart-broek. Groteske lomp mynstewels. 'n
Hemp vol gifbottels. En die klassieke kakie-helmet-hoed. (Vandag se versamelaars dra
koevetjies, jeans en tekkie-boets.)
Dié stereotiepe beeld korn uit 'n Edwardiaanse erfenis, waar die wortels van
skoonlappers versamel lê. Die Edwardiane is hoeka bekend vir die belang wat hulle
geheg het aan "decorum": die uiterlike, hulle (ge)drag en voorkoms.
Om ‘n entjie te gaan stap was vir hulle 'n ritueei. In John Fowles se bekende boek,
The French Lieutenant's Woman, klee die jong hoofkarakter homself presies so
lomperig (soos die ou man in ons stereotiepe beeld) om 'n entjie van die huis af fossiele
te gaan uitkap; nogal op 'n heerlike warm dag. (In die boek skryf Fowles verder dat ons
deesdae - in die tyd van die glinsterende PT-broekie en gymtrimbeheptheid - te maklik
lag vir die swaar drag waarin die Edwardiane oefening en kennis verkry net).
'n Ander, meer resente staaltjie toon iets van wat in ons tyd miskien nog belangriker
geword het as destyds (want toe was dit al belangrik):
‘n Beroemde versamelaar vertel dat hy elke dag deur die dorp moes loop na 'n
sekere skoenlapper se habitat. Op pad was daar 'n poskantoor en elke oggend
Wanneer die versamelaar daar verby geloop het, het 'n man wat buite staan en wag het
hom akuut snaaks aangekyk.
'n Mens ken sommer (uit ervaring) die vrae wat deur daardie man se kop getuimei
het: vang hy vis met so 'n ou dun netjie? Hier is tog nie water naby nie? Het hy dan nie
‘n kar nie? is hy besig met 'n optog? Is hy dalk van sy kop af?
Teen die derde of vierde dag het die man dit gewaag om nader te staan en die
versamelaar te vra - half spottend - waarskynlik bang vir die onbekende: "Wat doen jy as
jy sô rondloop - vang jy vis?"
"Ek is ‘n skoenlapperversamelaar", antwoord die versamelaar kalm.
Die man kry 'n eienaardige uitdrukking op sy gesig en lag liggies. Die versamelaar
was al rnoeg vir mense se reaksie op sy kosbare stokperdjie; en doen toe 'n slu ding.
"E-k maak natuuriik baie geld," sê hy.
Die man se gesigsuitdrukking verander spontaan. Meteens stel hy belang.
"Kry jy geld vir almal wat jy vang?"
"Nee, daar's 'n skaars swart enetjie met goue blokkies waarvoor ek so 'n paar
honderd rand een kry - maar hulle is dêm moeilik om in die hande te kry, hoor.
Tensy jy die veld goed ken, jy weet."
"Waar kry u hulle - hier buite die dorp? Waar kan ek 'n net koop? Kan ek nie dalk
help nie? ... "
Een van die eerste redes waaraan mense dink as hulle hoor jy is ook een van
daardie eksentrieke Edwardiaanse omies (ten spyte van jou jeug, jou jeans, jou hare se
natuurlike styl, modern effens lank, ensovoorts) is juis geld. As 'n mens vandag iets
doen, behoort jy tog 'n buck of twee daaruit te kry - dit is die argument.
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'n Mens kan niemand kwalik neem dat hulle so behep is met geld nie, want ons leef
in 'n ekonomies gedetermineerde era - maar 'n mens begeer soms so dat dit anders
was/dikwels maak dit my selfs vol Angst Blues.
Vra ek my broer bo-op die asemrowende berge van Golden Gate: waarom versamel
jy? Sy antwoord kom tydsaam - dit is iets waarin hy so betrokke is, waarvoor hy so lief
is, dat die vraag nie juis figureer nie. "Dit is seker om die verskeidenheid van die kleure
en fatsoene in hulle vlerke," sê hy.
Ek is ook al dikwels blootgestel aan hierdie vraag/bevraagtekening van mense oor ons
stokperdje, en het nie altyd sonder ongemak daar deur gekom nie.
Om te waarheid te sê, vermy ek mense al by die vakansieoord/steek my net effens
weg.
Maar een of ander tyd gebeur die onvermydelike: 'n skaars ding vlieg in die
openbaar in en jy is agterna met jou opvallende groot wit net en voos gebrande rooi
neus.
Nou tree 'n ander stereotiepe omie op die voorgrond: sagte middeljare, met die
bruingebrande boepie waaroor hy lui-lui streel (in die ander hand 'n lang goue
bierblik) kom hy onder die karavaantent uit, skree oor sy skouer: "Berta!" – snuif ‘n slag,
beloer jou op sy tyd met skreef-oë, beveel verder "Bring koffie daar!" - en nou is hy
gereed vir jou.
"Boet! Hei, seun - wat maak jy? Hies nie vis nie jong." Uit die hoogtes bo-oor sy bier
gluur hy jou goedig-spottend aan. Jy besef reeds dat jy 'n gemerkte man is. Hy gaan jou
hanteer asof ny jou vir 'n paar dae SOOS 'n plaaslike Bies Bridges besit.
Jy gaan aanhoudend probeer verduidelik en hy gaan nooit heeltemal begryp nie en
môre gaan hy vra, asof hy in sy lapstoel met 'n bier gelê en wag het tot jy verby kom:
"Hooi, BOET!! Hoe lyk dit me die motte? Iets gekry?" En jy bloos en mompel oor skaars
goed, maar dit bly klink of jy eintlik moet henge!. En môre-oormôre gaan hy jou weer kry,
in die kiosk, met sy kaal bolyf tronend oor die glaskoelkas met yoghurt en sjokolade.
Dan verduidelik hy op sy tyd (jy het vinnig ingekom vir 'n koeldrank) van 'n
skoenlappertjie wat hy gister sommer net daar langs die rooster gesien het - een met
pers kolle en gee! en groen spikkeltjies en rooi bane (en jy al uit ervaring, weet dat dit 'n
hoogs verbeeldingryke Colias electo moet wees). En dan dringend: 'Jy moet horn kom
vang. Hy vlieg net daar. Hy is elke dag so hierdie tyd - drie, vier uur - daar. Kom kyk
sommer nou, dan wys ek jou." Jy moet maar bontstaan om nie gevoelens te skaad nie.
Ons het broers wat op ander maniere die natuur geniet en leer ken, en ook in
sulke tye is die goed om hulle in gedagte te hou. 'n Vergelyking met die astronoorn,
byvoorbeeld, is dalk net die kode wat 'n skoenlapperversamelaar - al sou ek dan liewer
'n dilletant lepidopteris genoem wou word as noodwendig versamelaar –kan deursien
as hy. weer sukkel met iemand vie wie 'n belangstelling in skoenlappers klink na Close
Encounters of the Third Kind.
lnderdaad: waarom die sterre bestudeer? Waarom 'n duur, onnodige ding soos 'n
teleskoop gaan koop, ure in die yskoue nag in die veld deurbring, en absoluut ekstaties
voel as jy dalk (soos die amateurklub van Potchefstroom) 'n nuwe hemelliggaam - vir
die leek se blote oog maar net nog 'n dowwe kol tussen miljoene ander daar bo - ontdek
het? (Bygesê: in die vorm van 'n klein beriggie het hulle ontdekking die voorblad van die
New York Times gehaal - meer as waarop baie kan roem, ten diepste ook maar begerig
na 'n stukkie bekendheid in hierdie wêreld wat klein bekend geword het ... ook maar vrot
van die ydelheid).
'n Mens kry tog nie '"n paar rand" vir sterre kyk nie - inteendeel: dit is duur.
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Ek dink die eerste spontane antwoord van die amateur-astronoom sou wees: omdat ek
lief is daarvoor. En ek dink dit is 'n verreikende antwoord. Selfs bereid on te glo dat daar
niks is sonder so 'n omgee nie.
Veronderstel ans raak nou filosofies, en wonder waarom daar dan enigsins iets is. En
daarmee bedoel ek: alles/enige iets. Politiek/geld/'n karavaan/lang goue
biere/skoenlappers en veral, mense. Veronderstel 'n mens sou dan sê: daar is iets
omdat daar 'n Skepper is. Nogtans kan 'n mens bly wonder: maaar waarom het die
Skepper dan iets of iemand gemaak?
Volgens 'n Afrikaanse filosoof, Martin Versveld, staar ons ans vandag blind teen die
noodsaaklike. (Onthou: die oom by die karavaan beskou sy vakansie as absoluut
noodsaaklik - so verduidelik hy dit ook aan mense, hy moet rus - let wel - hy rus nie
maar net nie.)
Ek interpreteer Versveld se woorde nou vrylik (skryf dit oor): alles wat onnodig is, is
heilig. Soos speel, soos wonder waarom 'n skilpad se dop juis só lyk.
Bankklerke se aktiwiteite is daarenteen noodsaaklik: geld moet getel word. Punt. Dit
moet net gedoen word. Maar - en hier kom die mooi vraag - Iê die waarde van (die)
lewe in hierdie dinge wat gedoen moet word bloot omdat hulle gedoen móét word?
Daarvoor 'n groot, duidelike NEE, uit reine bors: dit wat maaar net gedoen moet
word sê bitter min oor die aard van die waarde.
Volgens Versveld in 'n TV-program een Sondagmiddag, is die ganse heelal die
onnodige produk van God se oneindige verbeelding. En as 'n mens die
skoenlapperwêreld leer ken, voel dit naby aan die waarheid.
Ja: wat is die nut van 'n Aloeides dan, of van 'n ster, of van die heelal?
Oorskat ons nie die grate van 'n straatling nie - want al is dit groter as die maan, dan
maar net omdat dit nader en "noodsaakliker" is.
Sommige sal onmiddelik 'n nut of noodsaak vir Aloeides soek en wil sê: hul
verfraai tog die aarde. "Die taak van Aloeides is om die omgewing op te kikker," sal
sulkes reken - wat nie 'n té sleg gedagte is nie, behalwe vir daardie snaaksigheid: "Die
taak van Aloeides ... ". (Só dringend is die nood om nut aan iets te verskaf al, vir
sommige).
'n Geval van fools rush in boon-op, want hoekom is daar dan Poecilmitis? Hulle is
tog "fraaier" as Aloeides, en maak die laasgenoemde dus - volgens hierdie Onargument
skoon nie-bestaande! Bowendien: het die Almagtige dan mense en allerhande klippies
en sewejaartjies en bloutjies en motte gemaak omdat dit noodsaaklik was?
Dus: die sterrekyker kyk sterre omdat .. en wat sal ons sê? Wat is die nut daarvan?
Daar is aansporing (nes vir die lepidopteris) in daardie wonderbare hoop dat hy of sy
'n nuwe ster (spesie) sal ontdek - maar ten diepste gewoon die onverduidelikbare
meesal wonderlik nuttelose liefde (vir skoenlappers bestudeer/sterre kyk). 'n Mens kan
baie name daaraan gee: belangstelling in die natuur, byvoorbeeld ... maar dit is omgee,
dit vra nie vrae nie, dit is liefde ... dit is daardie onverwoordbare DIT wat waarde is, en
(die) lewe gee.
Die wetenskap het die nuwe ontdekkings van amateurs nie so "dringend nodig" as
wat hy nuwe tegnologie (sê maar om banknote vinniger te tel) benodig nie. Tog:
daarsonder sou die wetenskap 'n hol, gevoellose en essensieel waardelose aktiwiteit
wees: iets wat "gedoen moet word omdat dit gedoen moet word – en daarmee basta".
Kortom: raad aan die lepidopteris - as iemand jou dalkies weer (per ongeluk or
aspres) vaspen met 'n bevraagtekenende houding oor ons stokperdjie, sê dan ewe
rustig vir horn of haar dat dit nes sterre kyk een van die min onnodig heerlik en heilige
dinge is om te doen.
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OBITUARY
-ADRIAN STANFORD DRIVERAdrian Driver was born in Lesotho (Basutoland) on the 21st February 1937 and died in
Pietermaritzburg on the 23rd March 1991. He attended St Andrew's College in the Cape
and matriculated in 1953. He attended Rhodes University between 1954-59 and
obtained his BSc with distinction in Applied Mathematics in 1957, Honours in Physics in
1958 and his MSc in 1960. He obtained a Higher Diploma in Education (H.D.E.) in 1987.
From 1960-73 he was a Lecturer in Physics at the University of Natal. He moved
from there to the Natal Education Department where he was Administrative Officer from
1975-81. From 1982 until his death he was a Lecturer in teacher-training at lndumiso
College of Education, Pietermaritzburg, Natal.
Adrian was interested in butterflies from when he was a young boy, and his
enthusiasm sparked a life-long interest for the same hobby in more than one of his
young friends. Recently he had become very involved in the launching of a butterfly
breeding house at the Durban Botanical Gardens. He was particularly interested in
encouraging people to plant foodplants for conservation purposes.
He was very involved in the breeding of butterflies and several of his observations
have been published in Metamorphosis over the past few years. His last contribution
published in this issue was received in March 1991 shortly before his death. Adrian had
a large garden at home in Pietermaritzburg where he grew his various foodplants as well
as prize dahlias, gladioli and other flowers. He also kept beehives from which he
extracted honey for family and friends.
Besides his interest in butterflies, he was passionately interested in Philosophy, in
particular the philosophy of Sir Karl Popper whom he was fortunate enough to visit in
1989 when he was in England.
He will be missed by all his friends in the butterfly community. On behalf of the
Lepidopterists' Society of Southern Africa, I would like to extend our condolences to his
wife Elenor and children Ashley, Eloise and Julia on his untimely death.

Stephen Henning
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REARING LEPIDOPTERA WITH ARTIFICIAL OR SEMI-SYNTHETIC DIET
By Adrian S. Driver†
To rear larvae on an artificial or semi-synthetic diet is now very much a practical
possibility. It is widely used both in University laboratories and in schools where the
ability to leave the larvae over long holiday weekends without attention is a great
advantage. The other advantage of course is that it enables many species to be raised
either during the winter months or in geographical areas where their normal foodplant is
not available.
Most (but not all) larvae appear to require a semi-synthetic diet, i.e. a diet which
has been 'flavoured' with leaf powder of one of the natural host plants. An artificial diet
is understood to be one which contains no such flavouring.
The formula which makes 1,1 litres of semi-synthetic diet is given in the following
table.
FORMULA OF SEMI-SYNTHETIC DIET
(MODIFIED FROM GARDINER, 1986)
Water for agar ................................................. 600 ml
Agar
............................................................ 27,0 g
Water ................................................................ 330 ml
Casein (light white) .......................................... 37,8 g
Wheat germ (Bemax) ....................................... 32,4 g
Sugar (white domestic) .................................... 37,8g
Cellulose powder (Whatman CF11) ................. 5,6 g
Dried leaf powder ............................................. 11,8 g
Wessons salts (salt mixture 'W') ....................... 10,8 g
Potassium hydroxide (4 Molar soln.) ................ 5,4 g
Choline chloride (10% soln.) ............................ 10,8 ml
Methyl-4-hydroxybenzoate
(15% soln. in alcohol) ....................................... 10,8 ml
Linseed oil ........................................................ 3,0ml
Formaldehyde (10% soln.) ............................... 4,5 ml
Vitamin soln.* ................................................... 2,0 ml
Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid) ................................. 4,5 g
Veterinary Aureomycin ..................................... 2,4 g
Extreme accuracy in mixing ingredients is not necessary (about 10% on any one
ingredient is acceptable), but to prevent the mix being too thick or too thin, the total
weight of solids in the volume of water should not vary by more than 1 – 2%.
*INGREDIENTS OF VITAMIN SOLUTION
Nicotinic acid .................................................... 5,00 g
( + )-Pantothenic acid calcium salt .....................5,00 g
Riboflavine (82) ................................................. 2,50 g
Aneurine hydrochloride (81) .............................. 1.25 g
Pyridoxine hydrochloride (86) ........................... 1,25 g
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Folic acid ........................................................... 1,25 g
D-biotin .............................................................. 0,10 g
Cyanocobalamin (812) ...................................... 0,01 g
Water ................................................................ 50,0 ml
Alcohol (95%, or even absolute) ....................... 50,0 ml
These ingredients can be replaced by a standard preparation of vitamins. To make up
vitamin solution, put 2,00 g in the combined water and alcohol aliquots given. Unused
mixtures can be kept indefinitely under refrigeration.
In order to make up the diet, the agar should be added to the first aliquot of cold
water, brought to the boil and kept simmering for about ten minutes. Since the mixture is
very liable to burning, the boiling 1s best done in a double (porridge) saucepan. Failing
that, stand with it while stirring slowly and continuously with a wooden spatula-type
kitchen spoon. It should now be put aside and allowed to cool to about 70-75 C. While
cooling, the solid ingredients except for the vitamin C and antibiotic (which are destroyed
by overheating) are mixed in, using a Kenwood chef, Moulinex or other similar kitchen
blender. (For diet B the potassium hydroxide should be added first.) It matters not
whether they be added one by one or all together, but there is something to be said for
mixing in the casein first and then adding all the other solids together.
For those whose wives may not possess such an implement, although it is much
harder work, the diet can be mixed entirely by hand, using an egg-beater or even a
whisk. This has been shown to be just as acceptable as the machine-mixed version and
was done with the intention of proving that diet can be made by the amateur without the
benefit of any elaborate and expensive equipment. One simply has to be more careful in
order to avoid lumps. The reason for the KOH in diet B 1s that it reacts on the casein
(which is rather insoluble) to form potassium caseinate, a more soluble substance, and it
will be observed that, as the mixing progresses, it gradually thickens. Although it does
not seem to make any difference with moths, for some reason this diet formulation is
more palatable to butterfly larvae and also retains its texture better than diet A after
being deep-frozen.
When all the solids have been mixed in, the liquid ingredients are now blended in;
for measuring these a pipette, hypodermic syringe, or small measuring cylinder may be
used. Next, the cooled down but still hot agar is added. Now, for the quantities given, the
average kitchen blender may be too small, so add half the agar and then pour back the
contents of the blender into the agar saucepan and mix in there using a wooden spoon
or spatula. Finally, pour half back into the blender and add the vitamin C and antibiotic.
Again pour back into the saucepan and finish off the mixing with the wooden spoon. The
diet is now poured into a plastic or other suitable container and allowed to set.
For use, the diet is going to be required as strips, as cubes of about 1,5 cm, or, for
some species, poured into the bottom 1cm of 250 ml plastic, or glass, cups or jars. Since
one is unlikely to require the entire batch made up immediately and since it does not do
frozen diet any good at all to be frequently thawed out in order just to cut off and use a
portion, once set the diet should be cut up into suitable slices which are separately
wrapped in aluminium foil or polythene bags before being placed under refrigeration or
deep-frozen. It will be found that the storage life at 4°C is 2-3 weeks and at -25 C many
months. It is advised, however, always to use freshly-made diet for newly hatched larvae
and reserve the stored diet for the later instars.
In most cases, small plastic containers may be used with a lid in which holes have
been made to allow a certain amount of ventilation and avoid condensation.
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In use, the diet should be presented to the larvae according to their normal mode of
eating. For instance, edge-feeders, such as Acherontia atropos (Linn.) (Death's head
hawkmoth), need a strip of diet while surface feeders, as Mamestra brassicae (Linn.)
(cabbage moth), should be given diet poured into the bottom of a jar to a depth of about
1 cm. Apart from normally gregarious species, as Acraea horta (Linn.) (Garden Acraea),
larvae are best kept individually, at any rate after the first couple of instars.
At temperatures of from 20-25 C the diet will last from 7-14 days before it needs
changing; and indeed one change at, say, the third instar, when the larvae are put into
individual containers with a cube of the diet, will usually last until pupation. It is also
advised to keep the stock at a reasonable humidity, around 70% RH. Too low and the
diet will dry out unduly, too high and mould problems may be encountered.
With butterflies, pupation will take place quite happily in the containers, but with
species that normally go underground to pupate, Sphingidae in particular, they should
be removed into a suitable pupating medium (peat, sawdust), in a container large
enough to hold a number of them, when they are observed to be full grown. Since all
species change colour at this stage and will also be observed to have left the diet and
be wandering endlessly around, this is not too difficult if done daily.
It should perhaps be pointed out that many species, once they have fed on their
natural foodplant, will not then accept diet although all species so far tried will readily
switch allegiance from diet to natural food. Particularly when the ova are laid on growing
leaf and those using diet for the first time, therefore, it is important to catch and transfer
the larvae to the diet as soon as they hatch and before they have had a chance to eat
other than their eggshell. For those with some experience with the technique, the field of
new discoveries and experimentation is a wide one.
References
GARDINER, B.O.C., 1986. In, Breeding Butterflies and Moths by Ekkehard Friedrich,
Harley Books.
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ON THE USE OF THE GENERIC NAME CYCLYRIUS
FOR BUTTERFLIES OF THE AFRICAN MAINLAND
By Torben B. Larsen
Vári in Vári & Kroon (1986) reduced the well-known genus Syntarucus Butler,
1900 to a subgenus of Cyclyrius Butler, 1896. This generic name is now increasingly
being applied in South Africa, assisted by the fact that it is also used in the most recent
field guide (Migdoll 1988). This usage is, however, incorrect.
One may, or may not, agree to consider the species included in these two genera as
congeneric. I could be persuaded either way, but the ranging of Syntarucus as a
subgenus of Cyclyrius overlooks a more important point. On both morphological grounds
and in the structure of the genitalia the African and Asian species previously placed in
Syntarucus are closer to the Neotropical genus Leptotes Scudder, 1876 than they are to
Cyclyrius. This had been pointed out already by Stempffer (1942). Fox et al. (1965) were
the first formally to use the generic name Leptotes for the African species. in his revision
of the genera of the African Lycaenidae, Stempffer (1967) again discussed the issue,
but did not formally act on it, though the case seemed very clear indeed. Carcasson
(1981) used the name Leptotes in the place of Syntarucus, but maintained Cyclyrius as
a distinct genus, in which he was followed by D'Abrera (1981).
I rather stubbornly continued to use the name Syntarucus until I spent a day
observing Leptotes trigemmatus Butler, 1881 on the Galapagos Islands in February,
1987. It was in all respects so similar to the African species, morphologically and in
behaviour, that I became converted.
Therefore, three options are open:
1)

All taxa of Leptotes, Syntarucus, and Cyclyrius may be lumped in a single
genus, in which case Leptotes is the senior name.

2)

Leptotes and Syntarucus may be lumped in a single genus, in which case the
name Syntarucus disappears, while Cyclyrius remains for the Mauritian,
Peruvian, and the Canary species.

3)

All three names can be maintained as generically valid in the 'old' sense.

Vári & Kroon's option is the one that is not possible.
Since Leptotes and Syntarucus are more closely related to each other than either is
to Cyclyrius, a lumped genus will take the name Leptotes. So it is either Leptotes or
Syntarucus, but emphatically not Cyclyrius.
I personally prefer option 2, and I have used this in my book on the butterflies of
Kenya (Larsen 1991); it is also the solution chosen in the massive checklist of the
African Rhopalocera currently under final edit at The National History Museum in
London (Carcasson et al. in prep.). In the interest of future stability of nomenclature, and
underlining a most interesting affinity between the Neotropical and the African
butterflies, the best solution seems to be to convert to Leptotes.
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Leptotes babaulti male underside
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THE CALL OF PUPAE
By Mike Schlosz
During 1990 while softly dusting the pupa of Poecilmitis brooksi, a faint but audible
squeaking sound was heard by my wife and I (recorded in an earlier edition of
Metamorphosis). At the beginning of this year, while completing the life history of
P. irene the same phenomenon was experienced.
I attempted to record the sounds on an inexpensive portable tape recorder but,
because of background noises, the results were rather poor. It should be mentioned that
in both cases the pupae were a maximum of three days from emergence.
On the 13th April 1991, while in the process of cleaning the containers and renewing
the foodplants of a number of species that I am breeding, a distinct, scratchy, squeaking
sound was heard; my ear was at least 30 cms from the nearest pupa. At first I thought
that one of the pupae was in the process of emerging but, this was not possible as it
was 4.30 pm - none of the pupae were ready to emerge and the sound was not coming
from any of the larvae. Imagine my excitement and disbelief to discover, when holding
my ear a little closer to a P. nigricans pupa, reared from egg, that had only commenced
pupation fourteen hours earlier, that this was where the sound was coming from. The
slightest, gentlest movement of the pieces of blotting paper to which the pupa had
attached itself, would result in the reactionary squeaking sound. I hurriedly rigged up a
recording device, positioning a microphone at the base of an old motorcar headlamp
reflector, which, when inverted was centred over the pupa, thus excluding all outside
noises. However, the results were still poor. In desperation, I removed the microphone
from the reflector and held it a few millimetres from the pupa hereby achieving relatively
successful results; the tape machine "noises" can still be heard but the squeaking sound
breaks through triumphantly.

Poecilmitis nigricans male upperside
The question now is, does the noise made by these pupae constitute a form of
communication with their attending ants? The pupa would most certainly emit the sound
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which would register as a faint vibration if and when approached by the ants or, is it
perhaps a defence mechanism, used after being touched by the tongue of a lizard,
gecko or some other predator. Whatever the reason, this is for me an area which
provides exciting further investigation. I intend for example to introduce various ants and
natural predators to the pupae and record reactions, if any. (it is interesting to note that
the larvae and pupae of Acherontia atropos (Linn.), the Death's Head Hawkmoth, can
also make grating noises. In addition the adult moths when handlied also emit little
squeaks, which are said to be produced through their short tongues - Editor)

EPAMERA MIMOSAE MALE/FEMALE RATIO· A THEORY
By Mike Schlosz
A. breeding exercise showed that of a total number of 12 imagos of Epamera
mimosae reared from the egg stage, four were males and eight females. Could the
reason for this be the higher mortality rate that might occur as a result of females often
having to fly into the centres of densely foliaged shrubs bearing their parasitic
toodplant, in order to oviposit, thus rendering them more susceptible to predation
than males?

Victoria fuscithorax (Geometridae) male.
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BERNARD BARTON-ECKETT
I was paging through some old correspondence the other day when I came across the
following article by my old friend BE (Barton-Eckett). He wrote it in August 1971 shortly
before his death in 1972 in his eighties. He always intended to get his reminiscences
published but never did. I do not remember what year he was born but it must be a
century since his birth. In remembrance of this great lepidopterist I now take this
opportunity to publish his last paper. Most of the events mentioned in the article took
place in the l920's in England. It is totally amazing how little things cost in those days. To
give you an idea one penny (1d) is roughly equivalent to two of our cents.
Barton-Eckett was born and educated in England but spent a period of roughly thirty
years (from the l930's to the early l960's) collecting and studying butterflies in Kenya and
Uganda, followed by a shorter period in Zambia. He was a close friend of those
renowned experts of butterflies the late Dr V.G.L. van Someren and the late T.H.E.
Jackson. He moved to South Africa in the mid l960's where he lived in Alice in the Cape
until his death in 1972. While in South Africa he continued his studies of butterflies being
particularly interested in the Cape lycaenids. He was asked by Mr Charlie Dickson to do
the foreword to his and Mr Gowan Clark's book the Life Histories of the South African
Lycaenid Butterflies published in 1971.

SUGARING FOR MOTHS IN ENGLAND
By B. Barton-Eckett
I suppose that almost everyone has their own special sugaring recipe, but, believe me,
at the right place and at the right time, almost anything will do! (The same applies to
"baiting" for butterflies in Africa).
My own special brew, which I used with but few variations over a period of roughly
twenty years, consisted in a background of the old-fashioned Black Molasses (Never
Golden Syrup if one could avoid it!) with a last minute addition - according to the state of
one's purse - of (a) Rum (beginning of the month only!); (b) Stale Beer AND ( c) - the
most frequent of all - a small bottle from the Chemist of Amyl Acetate. The respective
costs of these various ingredients was, at that time (the l920's) roughly:- (a) 6d. for a
good sized tot; (b) a small bottle lasted a long time and worked out at about 1d. per
outing; (c) a small bottle would cost about 6d., but would last for several weeks; with the
exception of the Rum - which was 6d a time, not a very heavy drain on one's resources.
One possibly got the best results from the Rum, though this had very decided
drawbacks, but, on the whole, we tended to rely on the Amyl Acetate (otherwise
"Essence of jargonelle", or very simply "Pear drops"), and this was our usual mixture
and it did us very well. The drawback with Rum is the danger of the insects getting really
"tight" and falling off the sugar patch on to the ground; Beer was seldom used, possibly
because we but seldom drank it ourselves.
When in funds and having decided on the "luxury" of Rum we used to hand in our
"Sugar tin" over the counter at a nearby hotel and they poured in the required quantity of
Rum - much to the amazement and amusement of the standers by. As a commentary on
the rise in the cost of living I should here state that an expenditure of the sum of 6d
provided a fully adequate quantity of the required nectar. Anyway, now you know the
origin of the myth that all "bug-hunters" are slightly dotty! Re the Amyl Acetate - I have
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tried this repeatedly (in Kenya, Uganda and Zambia) along with "bait" in traps for
butterflies, but, strange to say, it just does not work; - another difference between moths
and butterflies!
And now, for "the time and the place and the loved-one altogether". (In any
reference to Time here you must remember that most of this refers to the good old days
before the introduction of the various gradients of "Summer-time"). In most of England
active Sugaring - with good results - can be achieved from late March until well into
October, this being a much longer period than is the case of butterflies; moths, in
England - as also in Africa - being much less affected by climatic conditions than
butterflies. The first arrivals that we looked for in the spring were the Pine Beauties
(Panolis pinaperda) which were normally on the wing - or rather, "on the sugar" - before
the end of March in a good season, and I have done quite well, on occasion, well into
October - once actually with snow on the ground.
In the South the season is always longer than in the more Northern counties. My
own actual experience with Sugaring commenced in the Birmingham area (Midlands Sutton Park and the Wyre Forest, Worcester), then moved to Dorset, in the South - with
the nearby New Forest, Hampshire - and ended in Durham in the extreme North - so it
covered most of England.
For ordinary general purposes by far the best situation for sugaring is forest land - in
England, more frequently a "wood" - though for more specialised collecting
FENCES on Marshland and on the sea-front offer a wide and fascinating field; here,
however, the technique is rather different. A glade in a forest or woodland patch is
where perhaps 90% of the English collecting is achieved, though it must always be
remembered that the outskirts of a wood, or even, on occasion, an isolated clump of
trees, can prove rewarding.
It is always advisable to arrive at the selected scene of action in good time – at least
an hour before it gets really dark, for it is this hour or so of "twilight" or "dusk" - that gives
to England that period of evening, as distinct from night. (No sudden transition from
sunshine to dark within half an hour which is the excuse for the "sundowner" under more
tropical conditions!) This preliminary period, before the first flight is fully under way,
usually gives some indication as to what is to be expected later on and it is also the time
when the Geometers and smaller stuff are on the wing.
So we arrive at our selected locality, complete with:- net, sugar tin, and large
painter's brush (at least 15 cm wide), also a large Cyanide bottle (mouth about 15
cm wide, if possible), a cork-lined collecting box to take pinned specimens - for that time
when the Scotsman of legend is unable to get the bung into his bottle on account of the
overflow of specimens! Then, a good supply of glass-topped (or bottomed) "pill boxes" for bringing home "live females" (entomological, o course!) for breeding purposes. And,
perhaps most important of all, a really good lamp. In my early days the lamp we almost
invariably used was of the Acetylene type - smelly, temperamental and apt to blow out
on a windy night, but a vast improvement on the old oil lamp! Later, the Lucas "Silver
King" and various electrical perfections eased the position in this respect. All this
impedimenta, with the exception, perhaps, of the lamp. should be contained in a good
stout Satchel of the ex-Army or ex schoolboy type.
It is possible to read detailed "instructions" as to how to proceed with the application
of the sugar mixture from the tin to the tree; but all that is needed is a little common
sense, based on experience and the actual requirements of the moment.
Personally, I like to commence the application at roughly face-height - which
obviously varies with the individual concerned - and to work downwards for a distance of
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little more than 45 cm, and, rather than an upward or downward stroke (I have seen both
recommended) a half-circular wrist movement in order to fill in all the crevices on a
rough bark is what is really required. A point to remember when stopping short at what
may seem an un-necessarily Aberdonian allocation is that, however much one may
endeavour to avoid it, the sugar-mixture will always expound the principle of gravity, and
a steady trickle to the foot of the tree inevitably takes place; "drip" is, in fact, the greatest
enemy with which the collector has to contend on these expeditions.
Now to begin operations; but first perhaps a little more re the actual site. The ideal is
a fairly broad grassy ride or woodland glade in which it is possible to select suitable
trees for sugaring every dozen metres or so. Trees with smooth slippery barks should be
avoided. there must be a rough surface for the mixture to grip on; otherwise, as already
pointed out, it tends to trickle to the ground and be wasted, or, worse still, to provide a
counter attraction at the foot of the tree!
Now, what are the ideal conditions under which we should conduct our operations?
Truth to tell, there are but few hard and fast rules; we can merely deal with a balance of
probability and, as ever, the factor of "luck" can never be entirely ruled out! What to
avoid?! First, moonlight; as a _general rule, this should always be avoided, and next, a
combination of any one of the following:- wind, cold arid rain; any one of these factors,
particularly the first, can ruin one's chances of a good night's collecting. Also, the "time
factor", i.e., a season may be "late", or perhaps "early" and a speciality which should be
on the wing in, say June, may either be over, or not yet emerged - ail in the luck of the
game! Perhaps the ideal which one should endeavour to select is the evening following
a fine sunny day - one of those long summer evenings when it is neither too hot nor too
cold and, preferably, when there has been a short sharp shower of rain; then, one may
reasonably just what this specially selected district has to offer! Though, as already
mentioned, the full season can extend from March to October, it is probably the period
June to September which gives the best results. There are, however, certain species
that are out at certain periods of the year only and need a special journey at a special
time and frequently to a special locality. Of course, there is a certain technique in all this
- which most of us learn by experience. The correct management of the lamp is perhaps
one or the most important. Unless following a moth in flight, the best position is to carry it
FACE DOW'NWARDS towards the ground. Approaching a selected tree the light should
NEVER be flashed suddenly on to the sugar patch but brought into focus gradually from
ground level. In the early days we "bottled" most of our captures while actually feeding
on the tree; later we brought home most of our captures alive in pill boxes.
The first round, as it is gradually becoming dark, is always the most exciting and
gives a general indication of what to expect later on. Also, all visitors are far more
"skittish" in these early rounds and need much more patience than do those at a later
hour who have got really well "stuck into it". Normally, the first two hours prove to be the
best, and this represents about all that one has time for. There is, undoubtedly, a
"second flight" somewhere between 23h00 and 01h00, and I have, on occasion, done
remarkably well with this - usually, however, during holiday periods in the New Forest
(Hampshire).
Most collectors have their own special story to tell regarding sugaring experiences;
many of these, however, are undoubtedly apocryphal! It is no game for the timid or the
nervous and, personally, I always considered it safer to work "in pairs''. It needs some
little nerve to be alone in a forest after dark; every sound is magnified and the whole setup can become quite eerie! Many are the stories told of footsteps in the dark, of strange
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sounds and noises and of fleeting visions of mystic shapes - these generally prove to be
a cow or a donkey, or even a rabbit or a toad!
On one occasion, however, I had a very unpleasant experience - or so it seemed at
the time! Fifty years ago - yes, as far back as that - the New Forest was the stronghold
of a large body of Gypsies, the old original Romney, who, lived on just whatever they
could poach, or otherwise pick-up; not nice gentlemen to meet after dark! On this
particular occasion Brockenhurst was more than usually full with the summer rush of
collectors, and competition was keen to take possession of the favourite sugaring
stretches. For this reason I had ventured farther afield than usual and was very much on
my own in an isolated stretch. Never-the-less - or perhaps for this very reason! - I had
arrived in good time and had prepared my trees by early dusk. As usual, I had
established a "Headquarters" at which to deposit superfluous equipment and to which I
returned periodically as the necessity arose. At a quite early stage I was conscious that I
had visitors, ot at least spectators, and an uneasy feeling that I was being followed. At
an early stage I had decided to call it a day ("night" possibly more correct!) and made
tracks to recover my equipment. Fond hopes! My nocturnal visitors - I am certain there
was more than one - had been there first and had left "not a rack behind"; including my
precious lamp! I assure you that I made a hasty retreat, though trying to make it not too
obviously so!, and was much relieved when eventually the street lamps of Brockenhurst
loomed into sight.
Talking of the summer rush of collectors at Brockenhurst and the resulting
competition to secure the favourite sugaring patches, reminds me of a practice that
certain collectors never failed to employ. The modus operandi was to arrive at the
coveted beat in full daylight - say round about 16h00 - and to pin one's card on to the
first and last tree as a token of possession, and then to fill in time collecting the odd stray
butterfly which might still be on the wing until such time as the "Carpets",
"Emeralds" and other Geometers began to make their appearance; the good old days - I
wonder if this still happens? I have other stories which I could tell, but there are
supposed to be entomological notes and, as Shakespeare wrote:- "When nights are
dark, all sorts of deer are chased'!

(Consummatum est)
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GETTING TO KNOW MOTHS
- BURNETS By Stephen Henning
The burnets belong to the family Zygaenidae (Superfamily Zygaenoidea). This family of
small moths may be easily recognized by the presence of vein CuP in both wings, the
thickened antennae (fig. 1), the prominent chaetosemata and ocelli, and usually narrow
forewings. The labial palpi are usually erect and the haustellum (proboscis or tongue) is
well developed.
The larvae are short, fusiform or cylindrical with numerous verrucae from which arise
short hairs. The prothorax sometimes has paired gland-like protuberances. They pupate
in a closely woven silk cocoon.
The adults of some species are brightly coloured, red or metallic greener blue on a
black background. A few are very wasp-like. This is warning colouration (aposematic) as
there is evidence of distastefulness in some species. It is known that certain species
contain cyanide compounds in their systems which are a deterrent to predators. The
toxin enters their systems in the larval state after feeding on plants containing poisonous
alkaloids. The aposematic species occur mostly in the subfamilies Zygaeninae and
Pompostolinae which are the more typical burnets. There are a few African genera
which are broader-winged, yellow, orange or black, or mimetic of certain other moths.
Unique amongst them is the subfamily Himanopterinae, in which the hindwing is drawn
out into a long tail.
The adults fly and feed at flowers in the daytime. They have a slow, ponderous flight
pattern.
The larvae live exposed on herbaceous plants. The pupae are enclosed in tough
cocoons above ground but owing to their ability to move, they are able to work their way
out, prior to emergence of the adults.
There are approximately 100 species in southern Africa belonging to tour
subfamilies. These are the Zygaeninae, Procridinae, Charideinae and the
Himanopterinae. The last of these subfamilies is usually treated as a separate family the
Himantopteridae. For further information see Pinhey (1975).
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Burnets (Zygaenidae) - 1. Praezygaena ochroptera male; 2. Typicai zygaenid larva.
3. Typical zygaenid cocoon.
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THE TRANSVAAL HOME OF CHARAXES ZOOLINA
by Steve Woodhall
For some time now Dave Upshon has been telling us of mysterious forests in the
western Waterberg that are inhabited by large numbers of Charaxes species not
normally found in such places. Well a couple of weeks ago he kindly took me to the spot,
and I can report that it really is an amazing spot.
About 20km NW of Thabazimbi the Crocodile River flows through a narrow gap in
the Vlieepoortberg. A dirt road connecting the Northam and Dwaalboom roads follows
the river through this valley, which lies on the farm of a Mr Jan Grobler. The river banks
are thickly wooded with huge Acacia caffra being the most prominent tree. Outside the
riverine bush the land is tilled, but in the valley the hillsides are covered in bushveld with
Combretum molle, C. zeyheri, Acacia nigrescens, Pappea capensis, Croton gratissimus
and Olea africana being common trees. The riverine underbrush is characterized by
huge quantities of Acacia schweinfurthi. This is the foodplant of C. zoolina and
consequently the butterfly swarms there.
The plant has a peculiar, unpleasant sour smell and the riverine bush actually stinks
of it. Everywhere one can see zoolina - males dogfighting, females laying, eggs all over
the bushes of A. schweinfurthi and larvae too. We even found eclosed pupal cases, but
strangely no live ones. There is no need to hang traps to catch this insect - simply open
a box of bait and they tamely come to suck, even at your fingers! We found a sucking
hole on a Combretum erythrophyl!um that must have had at least 60 Charaxes on it,
nearly all of which were C. zoolina. Most were the greenish white dry season form, but
three or four of the brown f. neanthes were seen as well as one intermediate.
Other Charaxes seen at this amazing spot were C. candiope, C. jasius saturnus, C.
jahlusa rex, C. phaeus and even two C. varanes. This last was first recorded from the
area by Dave, it appears to be very scarce in the area as it is further east at Lapalala,
where I have seen it before. According to Palgrave's Trees of southern Africa, neither of
its recorded foodplants as given in Pennington’s Butterflies of southern Africa –
Allophylus natalensis and A. africanus (melanocarpus) occur in the Waterberg at all, and
certainly not right at the extreme western end. I certainly could see none growing at this
spot. The insect's scarcity at the locality will probably hamper the discovery of its
foodplant there for some time unless we get lucky and see a female ovipositing!
The undergrowth is not pure A. schweinfurthi. Grewia tlava is common, and we
saw a few specimens of the skipper Leucochitonea levubu flying around. Unfortunately
none laid any eggs. Ximenia americana is also abundant, and the bushes are
frequented by fine specimens of Stugeta bowkeri tearei. Pierids were abundant.
Be/enois aurota, Colotis danae annae, C. antevippe gavisa, C. evenina, C. evagore
antigone, and Catopsilia florella were everywhere. The occasional Colotis ione put in an
appearance. But the real highlight is Colotis lais. Every so often a small pale orange tip
comes belting down the path towards one, and the only way to catch it is to have a good
old "Chinese swipe" at it! It usually turns out to be a male C. lais. I have only seen one
female there, but they look confusingly similar to evagore females on the wing so
perhaps there were more that we ignored. This must be the best spot for lais outside
Botswana. Dave Upshon has dubbed the spot "Lais Lane"!
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PHOTOGRAPHER'S CORNER No. 3
By Steve Woodhall
Well, as I promised you last issue, now I am going to cover the photography of early
stages. This is quite a broad subject but is basically quite simple because eggs, larvae
(to an extent) and pupae stay still whilst you are immortalizing them on film. There are
none of the acrobatics and stratagems required to photograph live imagines like the
Bowkeria phosphor of last issue. However, here i need to go into a little detail on the
science of macrophotography.
Size is perhaps the most important variable when considering what equipment to
use for photographing early stages. Remember that you will want to have sufficient
depth of field to have all the features in sharp focus, and will want the subject to fill at
least half the film frame. This is not difficult for pupae or large final instar larvae, but can
be a real problem for eggs or tiny hatchlings.
Many pupae, and final instar fa-rvae of larger butterflies and many moths are easily
photographed using any lens that can give 1/4x to 1/2x magnification on film. A 50mm or
55mm macro lens will do this easily but an ordinary 50mm "standard" lens will manage it
with an extension tube between it and the camera body. I won't go into great depth on
the maths of macrophotography here. The Society's forthcoming book on collecting and
study methods will go into great detail on that score. Auto extension tubes that allow full
operation of the camera system's facilities are available for most manual focusing 35mm
SLR cameras. They are normally sold in a set comprising 5mm, 10mm and 30mm long
tubes.
Most 50mm "standard" lenses have a minimum focusing distance of about 0.4m
from the film plane. This means about 320mm from the lens. For a 35mm film format this
means a maximum magnification of about 1/6.5x. Practically this means a 100mm long
final instar saturnid moth larva will only stretch halfway diagonally across the film frame.
However, put a 30mm extension tube between that lens and the camera and vou will
find that you have a maximum magnification of 1/4x. Then you will be able' to come
closer to the larva and find that it stretches almost from edge to edge of the viewfinder.
My 55mm Micro-Nikkor can focus down to 0.25mm from the film plane, which
translates to about 110mm from the lens. This gives an unextended magnification of
nearly 1 /2x. Adding Nikon's PK-12 extension tube, which is about 28mm long, gives me
1x magnification. This is why such lenses are so popular amongst we
macrophotographers, especially as they don't cost that much more than an ordinary
50mm lens plus a set of extension tubes.
Practically, all this means that you need more lens extension as your subject gets
smaller and smaller. The following table gives you an idea of what this means.
Size of subject (mm)

100
50
25

Extension required to give 75% corner to corner frame
filling (26mm image size) on 35mm film with:
55mm Micro-Nikkor
Nil (lens focuses
closer than this)
Nil (lens at closest 110
focus)
30

50mm "standard" lens
30

270
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As can be seen, as subject size gets smaller a proper macro lens becomes more and
more necessary to avoid excessive lens extensions.
Really small larvae, such as newly hatched lycaenids of small genera such as
Tuxentius, are a real problem to photograph, as are eggs. Magnification ratios become
really important here. 4x to 8x magnification is required to achieve reasonable frame
filling on 35mm film for a 5mm larva. This requires very long extensions necessary even
with macro lenses, making bellows a necessity. Bellows are basically very long,
adjustable extension tubes. They consist of a male lens mount fixed at one end- of a rail
that attaches to the camera lens mount. A female lens mount to accept a lens moves
along the rail to give varying amounts of lens extension. The space between these two
mounts is covered with a concertina of blackout cloth which allows free movement of the
lens. Most bellows give a maximum lens extension of 200-250mm.
An ordinary 50mm standard lens, or preferably a macro lens, can be used on
bellows. A standard 50mm lens works better with bellows if used with a reversing ring
which allows it to be mounted "back to front" on the bellows. This takes advantage of a
characteristic of the design of these lenses that gives them better close-up resolution
when used reversed. However, the optical performance of these tends to fall off sharply
at magnifications greater than 1x (life size on film). Also, even macro lenses can only
give up to about 5x magnification with bellows. This is why lenses with specially
designed optics, of 2.5 to 35mm focal lengths have been developed for use with
bellows. These allow 20x to 30x magnifications, and allow even 1 mm eggs and
hatchling larvae to be photographed.
Bellows often are non-automatic, requiring you to stop down the lens to the correct
aperture before making an exposure. Expensive auto bellows are sold, that have a
double cable shutter release attachment. This releases the shutter and stops down the
lens simultaneously. l should not worry too much about these, because eggs and tiny
larvae tend to be stationary and will not move in the interval between focusing the shot
and releasing the shutter.
Now we come to lighting and exposure. First of all, depth of field is critical to good
pictures of early stages. For reasons that take too long to explain here, but again will be
fully explained in the forthcoming book, small apertures give the best depth of field. A
"standard" lens usually goes down to f /16 which is usually good enough, but a macro
lens will go down to f/22 or even f/32 and sometimes f/64! Even with a stopped down
lens, ultra close-ups with magnifications of 2x or greater will always have severely
limited depth of field. This is something you have to live with, the only way around the
problem is to use a scanning electron microscope! When used alone or with extension
tubes, try to use an aperture or f(i11 or smaller.
At these very small apertures, natural or "available" light is totally useless as it would
require very long exposures - subject movement would ruin the shot every time, even for
pupae. The only solution is to use electronic flash. This requires very accurate exposure
calculations, but as most of us use automatic flash units, it is possible to forgo all the
involved calculations necessary to work out the f-stop required for manual flash units.
The forthcoming book will, however, have all this information. All auto units, however,
require calibration to allow you to know what f-stop to use for each lighting combination
and extension.
It is easy to calibrate an automatic flash unit. First of all we must look at the best type
of flash to use. The very best type is a TIL-exposure dedicated multihead lens mounted
flash, which has adjustable lighting and as its light output is controlled by the camera as
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the exposure takes place, no calibration is needed! Unfortunately the only manufacturer
to make one of these is Nikon (the SB21 B) and it costs R1500.
The Cokin Creative Flash, which is a non-TTL multihead lens mount flash, is no
longer sold in SA, but gives great results after calibration. Uke the Nikon SB21B, it has
three small flash heads that sit in a ring around the lens filter ring, about 2cm from its
edge. Each head can be swivelled away or covered with neutral density (ND) filter to
give modelling lighting.
Ari ordinary auto ring flash gives good results provided one side of the ring has
ND filter taped over it to give modelling light. If this is not done, lighting is very flat with
no shadows.
Finally, ordinary flashguns can be used but not on the camera's hot shoe where their
light would be shadowed by the lens. They must be used on a bracket with auto
extension leads from the hot shoe to the flash, so that the light shines directly onto the
subject. Using only one flashgun will give unacceptably harsh shadowing. The .solution
to this is to use two in tandem, with one muted with ND filter to give modelling light. This
requires two extension leads. An easier way is to use a silver paper reflector on another
bracket mounted so that it reflects some of the flash light back onto the subject.
To calibrate your system, load a roll of the film you plan to use for your shots. 50 or
100 ASA transparency film is best. Set up your system and put the camera on a tripod
for accuracy. Find a suitable subject - a dead leaf works well if a larva or pupa is
unavailable. You will generally find that three different magnification levels are used
when photographing larvae etc., - 1/4x to 1/2x, 1x to 2x, and 3x to 5x. Take shots of your
subject at the various f-stops in each of these magnification levels. Make careful notes of
the f-stop and magnification level of each shot, and also the lighting if you are using a
multihead flash which allows this to be adjusted. Have the roll of film developed and find
which f-stops give the best exposure for each lighting set-up and magnification level.
You may find that perhaps for some conditions even the smallest aperture (f/22 or
smaller) gives too light a shot. The only solutions to this are to use slower film or turn
down the power of the flash, and go through the calibration again. The same holds if the
shots are too dark even at apertures which are too wide to give good depth of field. Use
faster film or buy a more powerful flash.
When you have done your calibration you are ready to start shooting your early
stages. It is a good idea to carry on noting down the magnification and aperture of each
shot. At first, unless you are the lucky owner of a Nikon with an SB21B, you will have to
bracket your shots. All this means is, work out what aperture you think will be best, take
a shot at that aperture, and two others - one at a stop smaller and one at a stop wider.
This is simply a form of insurance! ·
Composition rules for early stages are quite simple. As described for butterflies in
last issue, use a painted backdrop. Try to take shots of the lateral (side) view and dorsal
(back) view. Fill the frame as much as you can. Always be as natural as possible - keep
the subject on its foodplant and try not to disturb larvae too much whilst photographing
them. This is for two reasons - it stops them crawling out of the viewfinder and it looks
more natural if they are sitting happily or eating.
Remember that pale larvae such as those of pierids and papilionids will tend to need
a darker (by 1 /2 - 1 stop) exposure than indicated, and vice versa for dark ones like
satyrids. For shiny larvae, it helps to put a diffuser over the flash head to avoid harsh
highlights. This will require you to open the aperture up by a stop or so. Modelling
lighting should be used for all shots. This refers to the use of a light source situated to
one side of the subject, with another, weaker, one on the opposite side to "fill in" the
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shadows thrown by the first. It looks like natural daylight and throws the features into
relief. However, some subjects demand more "modelling" than others. Smooth, pale
larvae with little or no hair, bristles or skin folds easily photograph flat and uninteresting.
This is overcome by using almost no "fill in" light at all.
Beware of producing unnatural shots. The most common mistake is made with
larvae which hang down from a perch and use countershading as camouflage. The
temptation is to make the larva "stand on its feet" and photograph it with the perch below
its body. This looks totally wrong when printed or projected. The most natural shots of all
are those showing the insect doing something natural. Larvae are always willing to eat
for you. A little planning and forethought - it will allow you to shoot sequences of larvae
changing skin, eggs hatching and even pupae emerging.
Unlike imagines which are usually easily identified visually, early stages are not and
unless your slides are carefully labelled and catalogued, it is easy to lose track of the
identity of their subjects. Always label your slides as carefully as you would a cabinet
specimen, and include if possible the species name.
This field, on which I have hopefully started you off, is one of the most
rewarding ones in the study of lepidoptera. Many of us rear specimens for the cabinet,
and often the life history goes unrecorded. With a camera system to hand, there is no
excuse for this. Photographs form an invaluable co-record to the usual observations
made during rearing, such as sizes and lengths of instars.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
BUTTERFLIES OF BOTSWANA: I am currently engaged in writing a book on the
butterflies of Botswana. I should much appreciate any interesting records from this area,
and indeed any information at all on Botswana butterflies. All data will be gratefully
acknowledged, and all letters answered. Dr Torben B. Larsen, Private Bag 366,
Gaberone, Botswana.
EAST AFRICAN AND CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC BUTIERFLIES to swop for
South African butterflies. A.C. Wells, 2, Walsgrave Avenue, Evington, Leicester
LE56PU, UNITED KINGDOM.
BUTTERFLIES OF COSTA RICA AND THEIR NATURAL HISTORY: 350 pages, each
species illustrated in colour with full natural history information on each species - useful
for all Neotropical Lepidoptera. US $ 35 (inciuding surface mail). $45 (includin~
registered airmail). International money - order please. 12 - PAGE
CATALOGUE includes books, Lepidoptera specimens and entomological pins
WORLDWIDE LEPIDOPTERA. TRANSWORLD BUTTERFLY COMPANY, Aoartado
7911, 100S, San Jose, COSTA RICA, Central America. ·
WANTED: African Arctiidae/Lithosiinae especially genera Asura and Cyana. Needed for
revision work. Willing to buy or exchange - have butterflies and moths
(especially Saturniidae & Charaxes from Ivory Coast and Congo.) Patriek Boireau
C.R. 21 de Cagnes a Greolieres 06610 LA GAUDE, FRANCE.
BUTTERFLIES OF TANZANIA By Jan Kielland.
The first and only regional work on the butterflies and skippers of Tanzania. Fully
illustrated in colour, treating all the known species (and new taxa) and many interesting
races and infrasubspecific forms. A useful guide to the butterflies of East Africa including
Kenya, Malawi and Uganda. Colour plates by Bernard D'Abrera. Extent about 360
pages. Size 290 X 215 mm. Hard cover with dust jacket. Price approx.£50, or US
approx. $85. NOW AVAILABLE! Order through:
ERICH BAUER
or
JAN KlELLAND
ANTIQUARIAT GOECKE & EVERS
4916 BORöY
SPORTPLATZWEG 5
NORWAY.
D7538
KELTERN WEILER, GERMANY.
CONTACT AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION. My main interest is the captive
breeding of the larger Nymphalidae, such as Charaxes, Sasakia and Apatura and I'd
welcome contact with anyone in any African country who has similar interests. John
McFeely, 90 Stonechat Avenue, Abbeydale, Gloucester GL49XF, ENGLAND.
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